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Things to do in October
Your expert guide to gardening this month

Get your garlic in now

On October 31st this year Halloween coincides with the day that the clocks change,
marking the finale of the growing season.
Waste no time getting in a stock of cloches, fleece and other covers in expectation of
the impending frosts. Finish preserving or storing the harvest by bringing it in, bottling
it, pickling, drying, freezing or eating it up. A few vegetables can be left in situ. Parsnips
and turnips are known to be improved by the frost. Carrots will keep fresher if left in
the ground. Pile a thick mulch of straw or wood chips on them for safety's sake.
When frost has knocked back the Jerusalem artichokes, cut the stems down to about
30cm to mark the spot. The tubers can be dug up as and when needed. Make a mental
note to clear the whole crop before spring when they start to grow again.

Autumnsown broad
beans produce the best crops
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Garlic should be planted over the next few weeks. It likes a little frosting to get going.
Choose a sheltered and sunny spot for it as it needs warmth thereafter. Don't start with
a bulb from the supermarket as is likely to have been grown in a warm country, but
buy one that has been acclimatized for the UK, either from a garden centre or  for a
wider choice  direct from a grower.
There is a surprisingly wide choice for the garlic connoisseur. This includes elephant
garlic which is great for roasting, Chinese purple garlic and an early variety from
Aquila near Rome. The arrival of the pink gourmet garlic from the Lautrec region in
S.W. France claims to be so delicious that its harvest is celebrated in a garlic fair each
August.
Garlic makes a good companion for broad beans. If planted between the rows, the
black fly, with its acute sense of smell, is repelled by the scent of the leaves. As
Octobersown broad beans will be harvested by May, they should duck the black fly
season but the garlic is a good extra precaution.
Autumn sown broad beans produce the best crops You can eat the tender top shoots
while waiting for the crop. Reliable cultivars include 'Aquadulce Claudia', its successor
'Super Aquadulce' and 'Imperial Green Longpod'. 'The Sutton' is a good dwarf variety
that fits well under cloches. Stake the taller types against winter winds along with your
Brussels sprouts.

It is also time to sow
field beans as green manure
This is also the last month to sow the broad bean's close relative, the field bean (Vicia
faba minor) as a green manure. Very hardy, with deep nitrogenfixing roots, the field
bean is excellent for heavy clay soils, adding quantities of organic fibre to lighten up
the soil texture. It can be grown in strips alternated with Italian rye grass. If short of
space, the big seeds are easy to sow by hand between rows of other vegetables.
If you are feeling up to a challenge, summer cauliflowers can be sown early in the
month in the cold frame. Dependable varieties, with the RHS Award of Garden merit,
are the dwarf 'All The Year Round' and 'Gypsy'.
If you are thinking of growing some apples or pears, now is the time to taste the
different varieties before choosing your container plants or ordering bare rooted
specimens to be delivered in winter. Apple Day, which was founded ten years ago to
celebrate British apples, orchards and all the traditions associated with them, will be
coming up again on the 21st.
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Taste apples before
ordering your tree
Typical of autumn, along with the apple harvest and pumpkins, are the delicious green
cob nuts appearing on the market stalls – a reminder to plant a hazel. Every good site
should allow for a few. Though you are likely to be beaten hollow by the squirrels for
the nuts, a hazel is worth having as small tree for wild life. It also provides pea sticks
and bean poles and can be used for many dying traditional rustic crafts. It needs little
attention and, unlike most nut trees, will grow and produce nuts in a gloomiest corner
without complaint. Recommended reading is Nutshell Guide to Growing Hazelnuts by
Clive Simms.
One good thing about the end of the growing season is that pests are in decline.
However I gather that slugs will be busy laying eggs underground now ready for the
next generation to emerge and plague us next spring. This is the last chance to zap
them underground with nematodes before it gets too cold.
'Slug Gone' is a new product, that works on the hair vest principle. It is made from
shoddy, a byproduct of the wool industry. It comes as chemicalfree pellets, which,
when watered, will expand into an itchy mat that slugs and snails fear to cross but
which does them no harm. It can be applied around the young winter brassicas if you
are planting them out now. The benefits are threefold. Apart from deterring slugs and
snails, it makes an effective water retaining mulch and a cabbage collar. This will
thwart pests laying their eggs at the base of plants and the resulting larvae hatching out
perfectly positioned to gobble up your crops later on.
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Scraggles
1 October 2010 6:17PM
is it going to be a cold winter?
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1 October 2010 7:53PM
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I'm struggling to get the motivation going here on Tyneside,

Report

damp and dark. Miserable ++ Still have lots of clearing up to do
so hoping for some inspiration.
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SilasGB
1 October 2010 8:15PM
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Hold on, I haven't finished September's jobs yet! Last weekend I
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did lots of cutting back shrubs and it was pretty therapeutic
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work actually. I have these great Jakoti handshears that made
light work of it.
sparclear
2 October 2010 6:47PM
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@pencilset

Report

here's a good excuse for leaving the autumn tidyup awhile.....the
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dry tops of plants will hold frost/snow away from their crowns'
tender shoots in the centre.
and another....the wildlife prefers it not looking neat! But if you
wait a few weeks, you'll be able to see where unwanted seeds are
germinating, e.g. ivy, holly, ash, acers etc, easiest to get out if
tiny.
and yet more.... there's a lovely feeling of borrowed time from a
few sunny hours in winter, maybe just raking leaves off lawn and
gutters, or getting some Christmas wreaths planned, the mood'll
come back effortlessly. xx Sp.
Blamire
7 October 2010 11:01AM
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I can heartily recommend the Slug Gone product mentioned in

Report

the article. It works brilliantly on all of my plants. No slug or
snail problems. I buy it online at their website

Share

www.sluggone.com but it may be available elsewhere too.
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